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Abstract
- 5 mN ion bombardment thruster

- 4 mN contact ion thruster
The Stationary Plasma Thrusters are used
operationally for spacecrafts orbit control since - Modular Field Emission thruster. All these
20 years. SEP performed a system study thrusters were working with Cesium. This
showing the SPT was the best choice for kind of propellant was not well received by
NSSK of geostationary spacecrafts. users.

To suit the foreseeable requirements of the The inherent complexity of ion thrusters lead to
future spacecrafts, the specifications of an a relatively high acquisition cost, lowering the
improved thruster were established. Thanks to interest of the mass gain.
the innovative concepts of Pr. MOROZOV, it
has been possible to develop a new generation It was clear that a successful electric
of SPT Thruster. Several laboratory models propulsion subsystem should present two
had been built and tested, giving very good attributes:
results.The development plans and the
specifications of the SPT MK II are presented. - use an universally accepted propellant,

- be inherently simple.

1 - Introduction Bearing this in mind, a comparative study has
been performed between:

The last two years were marked by a renewed - Conventional Xenon ion thrusters
interest abroad on the application of electric (bombardment and RIT),
propulsion on telecommunication and low earth - SPT
orbit spacecrafts. - Hydrazine arc jets.

In order to determine the kind of electric
thruster best suited for these applications, SEP The study showed that the SPT was the best
performed a comparative study for North South solution, with only minor drawbacks (efficiency,
Station Keeping of geostationnary spacecrafts divergence angle). From technical discussions
and orbit correction of Low Earth spacecrafts with Pr. MOROZOV and with MIREA, it was
(mostly drag compensation). clear that an improved design of SPT could

eliminate these drawbacks and offer further
For the past, SEP studied and developped development potential. It was therefore decided
several kinds of ion thrusters for NSSK to develop the SPT MK II.
applications:
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2 - Establishment of soecifications : IEPC.93-223 2098
The resulting electrostatic Ions effect is
illustrated on figure 2.

The general application is the North South illustrated on figure 2.

Station Keeping of geostationary Spacecrafts This optimisation work has been possible
with 15 years life and a mass in geostationary thanks to the efforts of MIREA Scientists : Drs
oriBLagnrm 0 kg thanks to the efforts of MIREA Scientists : Drsorbit (BOL) ranging from 1200 kg to 2000 kg
(launch mass 2000kg to 3500 kg), this using V.K. Kharchevnikov, M.V. Kozintzeva, A.S.
only two thrusters (and two redundant) for the Upatov, A.V. Desyatskov [ 4 ], [ 5 ], [ 6 ].
whole mission.

From the engineering point of view, the
Thus, the practical AV and total impulse increase in efficiency can be exploited in two
requirements are set. ways :

The total impulse per thruster shall be equal to - at equal thruster power, the losses to the
106 N-s (1.5.106 N-s for qualification). walls are much reduced, leading to a much

It was then necessary to select the thrust level colder thruster.

and to reduce the required life time.
- at equal thruster size, the power and thrust

The thrust level was initially set at 50 mN can be doubled with identical or colder
(operational life : 5600 hours) but after several temperature distribution.
meetings with Spacecrafts prime contractors it
was decided to raise the specified thrust level This in term means a lower weight and smaller
to 80 mN (i.e. identical to the thrust of SPT size for the benefit of spacecraft.
100) thus shortening the required life to 3500 h.

The reduced divergence is also a very
The beam divergence was set at less than 20' important advantage for the spacecrafr
and the electrical efficiency was to be higher designer : the thruster axes can be located
than 60%. close to the North South axes, thus lowering

the total impulse requirement.

The reduced impingement of ions at the
3 -SPT MK II design principles: channel outlet means potentially a longer

lifetime.

To understand the design principles of SPT
MK II, it is worthwhile to consider the operation
of SPT first generation as described in [1]. The 4 -SPT MK II development programme :
magnetic field structure is such that the
electrostatic lines are not sufficiently governed
by the geometry of the magnetic field lines. The MK II development programme is currently

under way. The main logical steps are linked in
As shown in figure 1, the concavity of the the following manner :
equipotentialls as turned upstream, this leads
to three adverse consequences :

1- Identify with the potential users the
- half of the ions are lost on the wall, leading desirable characteristic.

to a decrease in electrical efficiency,
2- From the knowledge of thruster physics,

- the ion beam divergence is relatively high, identify the main features of a laboratory
model able to reach the characteristics

- the ions impinging at the channel outlet (thrust, Isp) of a future flight model.
favor an erosion mechanism involving also
the electrons [2]. 3- Manufacture several laboratory models.

Therefore the main task in the design of a new 4- Perform global optimization tests in order
thruster is to get equipotentials closer to the to reach the maximum efficiency [4 ].
magnetic field lines. This can be obtained if the-
electron distribution function obeys a given 5- Once this optimization phase isperformed, explore the plasma properties
profile (Bugrova distribution) [3] and this in tu using miniature probes [5 ].
is obtained if the magnetic field geometry is
convenient. 2
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6- From these results, modify if needed the 1996 in order to allow the delivery of the first

thruster geometry to increase the F.M. set the same year.
efficiency.

The figure 4 shows a possible layout of the
7- Check the thrusters operation in several flight propulsion subsystem using four

facilities of different size and vacuum SPT MK II.
level to eliminate the facility facts.

Test facilities:
8- In parallel with the steps 3 to 6, develop In order to implement this programme, a

materials and parts for the future QM number of test facilities are needed.
and FM (insulating channel, coils, etc...).

Two vacuum chambers equipped with diffusion
9- Perform-a long duration test with the pumps are available at MIREA.

improved laboratory model.
At SEP, a 4.5 m3 vacuum chamber has been

10- Update the QM-FM design using the modified to allow the firing of SPT, this facility
results of long duration test. will be described in more details.

11-Build and test the QM. PROEL use a vacuum chamber 1.8 m in
diameter evacuated by turbomolecular pumps

12- Perform the life test of the QM or at least and a large cryogenic pump especially
two models, and at least partly with flight designed for the pumping of Xenon.
type PPU.

Instrumentation:
The thruster instrumentation involves two

Between each step, only one major major measurement devices : a thrust balance
characteristic is modified, and a Xenon flowmeter.

The steps 7 and 8 are currently performed. MIREA has developped two thrust balances
and torsion balance and one swing arm

For this development, SEP is responsible for balance, PROEL uses a pendulum balance.
the programme management, insuring that the SEP has designed a balance which is under
different tasks are conveniently performed and manufacturing, especially suited for the facility.
linked together.

The Xenon flow is measured by thermal
As mentionned earlier, the scientific work and flowmeters at PROEL and SEP, by volumetric
laboratory model design are performed by flowmeters at MIREA (under replacement by
MIREA under the direction of Pr MOROZOV thermal flowmeters).
and Pr BUGROVA.

SEP performs Tests on laboratory models, the SEP test facility:
design of the development and the qualification
models, the manufacturing of these models The SEP test facility was previously used for
and their testing. The same structure will apply the test of ion bombardment and field emission
to the flight models, thrusters.

For these works, the Italian company PROEL - Two main modifications were needed:
well known for their works on hollow cathodes
- provide the hollow cathodes and the ceramic - to increase considerably the pumping
channel. speed,

PROEL own also test facilities and for this - to provide a new set of power supplies
reason is involved in the development to operate the thruster.
experimental work.

The valves are space qualified valves. The cryogenic pump was designed to offer a
pumping speed of 50000 1: s-1 for Xenon with

The thruster is studied in such a way that it a flowrate greater than 5 mg/s (SPT 100).
could be indifferently producted in the West or
in Russia by FAKEL. To reach such a high value, the pump is

inserted in the vacuum chamber and its
The figure 3 shows the development schedule, diameter is equal to the vacuum chamber
The qualification is forseen to take place in diameter (figure 5). The pump includes a first
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stage, cooled at 30 K intented to condense At that time, the precision of the balance and
Xenon. The overall Xenon capacity is larger flowmeters was limited, this is why the error
than 2 kg (200 h of operation of SPT MK II) bars are quite large.

In addition, two standard Cryopumps evacuate In order to lower the precision of this thrust
other gases (oxygen, nitrogen, etc...) measurements, the thruster was later tested

with two different thrust balances.

When the pump is regenerated, the thruster A lighter laboratory model was developped
remains under high vacuum inside the airlock, later on, tested at MIREA and sent to SEP.

One is now tested at SEP and the other one at
The vacuum level is measured by two Bayard PROEL
Alpert ganges and gases composition is
analysed by a mass spectrometer. A more compact model (AP4) is being built at

MIREA. This model will undergo a test of
A special balance has been designed to fit 1000 h at SEP.
inside the airlock. The balance features :
calibration under vacuum, fast thruster The tests performed at SEP do not yet include
dismounting device, two measurement ranges thrust measurement They are devoted to the
(0 to 120, 0 to 200 mN) ; the measurement reproduction of V - I characteristics with Xenon
principle is to restore the equilibrium position flow as a parameter and to the frequency
by a force motor giving a thrust opposite to the analysis of the discharge current.
thruster one.

The interest of this test is that the background
The thruster is fed by four power supplies. The pressure is much lower than in the MIREA
discharge power supply can deliver up to tests, so the effect on the thruster
750 V under 9 A. characteristics can be checked.

The cathode heater supply can deliver up to The figure 8 shows one V-I characteristic
18 A. measured at SEP and the figure 9 one beam

profile measured at 1 m radius with faraday
The magnetic field supplies can deliver up to cups. This beam profile measurement cannot
10 A. be directly compared to the one of MIREA

since the probe distance is highly different,
All supplies are controlled by computer.By this however the profiles are similar.
way, the thruster can be run automatically.
Should a parameter escape beyond prescribed
limits, the discharge and Xenon flow are
stopped automatically. 6 - Foreseen characteristics

of the FlightModel:
The data acquisition is performed by

- a data acquisition Unit at ground From the test results of the laboratory models,
potential it is possible to define one operating point

which will be used to define the nominal
- a data acquisition unit and a spectrum performance of the flight model. These

analyser (0 - 52 KH2) at cathode performances are summarized in the table 6-1
potential.

Table 6-1

5 - Laboratory thruster test results : Thrust = 80 mN

Specific impulse* = 2200 s
The first laboratory models gave an initial Xenon flow rate * = 3,7mg/s
efficiency of 60 % and a thrust up to 55 mN.
By refining the magnetic field profile from the Discharge voltage = 350 V
informations gained by plasma diagnostic, it Electrical power = 1255 W
has been possible to increase the efficiency in
excess of 75 % and thrust in excess of 80 mN Electric efficiency ; 70 %
(figure 6). Nominal total impulse = 106 N-s

The divergence angle is shown on figure 7. Qualification total impulse = 1.5.106 N-s
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Design total impulse = 1.9.10 6 N-s References:

Beam divergence
(at 90 % peak intensity) = 16* [1] IEPC-93-090 Stationary plasma thrusters
Specific power = 15.7 W/mN (SPT) development steps and future

perspectives
Propellant feed pressure = 1.5 or 2.5 bar A.I. MOROZOV

* including flow in hollow cathode
[2] lonnye Injektori ; Plasmennye Uszkoritely

Moscow. Energoatomizdat, 1990
The flight model will be designed in such a way

as to pose no major manufacturing problem at [3] Arkhipov BA., Ginizdor R.Y.,
FAKEL or at SEP - PROEL Maslennikov NA., Morozov A.J., Sov

The projected thruster mass is 3.5 kg. Journal of Plasma Physics 18, n9,1992

The thrust vector pointing accuracy will be less [4] Integral properties of AP-Type Accelerator
than 1*. For some spacecrafts designs, the
combined c.g. excursion during life and thrust A.I. Bugrova*, A.S. Upatov*,
vector unaccuracy will need to control the A.V. Desystskov*, M.V. Kozintzeva*,
thrust vector c. g. alignment A.I. Morozov*, V.K. Kharchevnikov*

* Moscow Institute of Radio Engineering,
This could be accomplished through a Electronics and Autornation
mechanical T.V.C. or an electromagnetic
T.V.C. Both solutions are under study. * Kurchatov Institute, Moscow.

2nd German - Russian Conference on
The fact that the functional characteristics of Electric Propulsion Moscow -1993
the MK II are very close to the characteristics
of SPT 100 allow to use practically the same
PPU. Only the output voltage and the [5] Local properties of AP-Type Accelerator
overintensity limit will be modified. J.P. Bugeat, D. Valentian*

J.P. Bugeat*, D. Valentian*,
This will allow the user of the SPT 100 on a A.V. Desystskov*, M.V. Kozinteva,
given spacecraft model to replace it by the A.S. Lipatov**, V.K. Kharchevnikov**.
MK II with a minimum of interfaces * SEP, France
specifications. specifications.* Moscow Institute of Radio Engineering,

Electronics and Automation.

2nd German - Russian Conference on
S-ConclusionElectric Propulsion, Moscow - 1993

[6] Near Wall Conductivity in SPT-Channel
The tests of several laboratory models gave A.I. Bugrova*, A.I. Morozov, A.P. Shubin*,
very good results. These results confirm very V K v v
clearly the theoretical predictions of Pr. V.K. Kharchevnikov*
MOROZOV. An intense testing campaign had * Moscow Institute of Radio Rngineering,
already started and will continue up to the Electronics and Automation.
thruster qualification.thruster qualificaon.* Kurchatov Institute, Moscow
In parallel, the integration studies of SPT MK II 2nd German - Russian Conference on
on future geostationary spacecrafts are under Electric Propulsion, Moscow - 1993
way.

Every effort is made to allow a timely delivery
of a SPT MK II flight subsystem posing no
integration problem to the spacecraft user.
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Figure 1 :
Magnetic field lines, equipotentials and ion exit sector in first generation SPT
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Figure 2:
Desired equipotentials profile in the SPT MK II
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Figure 5:
Xenon cryopump mounting
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Figure 6:
ATON Thruster test results
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Figure 7:
ATON beam divergence
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Figure 8:
AP 1 V - I characteristics measured at SEP
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Figure 9:
AP 1 beam profile




